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Welcome to my Forecast. Let us begin with a reminder of your current state of existence,
as a seeker of wisdom...
The neo-renaissance in human thought and expression is well underway within all of the
domains of human experience. We have referred to this as the Post-Shift
Environment in our books. The Third-Dimensional Shift has occurred and many
of you are now quite able to experience your multi-dimensional reality. You are multitasking, in that, you are able to experience yourself grounded within the 3rd Dimensional
experience, while at the same time you are peeking in on yourself as you exist in other
dimensions. These dimensions are numerous. You have the 4th Dimension, the Home
Dimension, as we also call it. This is the Afterlife dimension. Yet beyond that, many of
you are bravely going where your neighbors may fear to tread, if I may add some humor.
And so you find yourself connecting with Past Lives that exist for you extradimensionally, for the past and probable future are simply other dimensions that you
may visit if you are so inclined. In a sense, you are taking this New Consciousness of
yours out for a test drive, to see what it can do.
This new-found facility with consciousness exploration that you are experiencing is part
of a greater awakening of humanity that is ongoing. Things are different now. There are
many reasons to celebrate. The fear and anger are diminishing as Courage and Loving
Understanding take their place. Within this Neo-renaissance you are reminded that
you are capable of doing anything you wish. You are empowered, Dear Reader, as you
identify your Issues and learn your Lessons in physical reality.
I will not dwell on these basics. Let me just say that you are experiencing the Positive
Manifestation to the precise degree that you are growing and moving forward in your
Soul’s Evolution. In other words, if you are Courageously Loving in thought and deed,
you are most probably living on the New Earth as others refer to it. Let us move on
from that assessment and see where it may lead…

Back Engineering the Positive Manifestation
Might we assume that you are awakening at this time? My guess is that you are veritably
DRIVEN to find the Truth of your reality. And through a coincidence of experience and
training, perhaps, you have arrived at my door.
Now the first question that occurs as you find that you are achieving Higher
Consciousness is this: “How do I continue this elevated state? How do I make it
last?” you ask yourself. For to awaken in this timeframe, is to feel the breath of ecstasy
upon your brow. It feels good, Dear Reader, and so you naturally look for ways to

prolong the experience. You are looking for more than the Momentary Awakening, then.
You want the depth experience of rapture.
This ecstasy, this rapture, this overwhelming Feeling Tone of pleasure, power and
gratitude IS the awakening experience. It is also the Best Case Scenario, as I have
described it for you in my new material. It is the ideal, is it not, this momentary
awakening that you are courting in your waking reality?
Now as such, as an ideal, this state of consciousness as it is expressed in your current
awakening moments has a history. You the Reality Creator are responsible for it, for you
have laid the groundwork for it through the positive thoughts, emotions and imagery
that you re-create moment-to-moment in your pursuit of this awakening. Therefore, a
Back Engineering is called for, here, in which you-the-student remember what came
before. What have you done over the days, weeks and months since you first began your
Regimen of Awakening?
You do remember… then it is a simple matter to reproduce in thought and deed what
you have done to bring yourself forward in your Soul’s evolution. You re-create the
awakening moment, moment-after moment, until you are experiencing a sustained
moment of awakening, one that has depth, ecstasy, power within it. Back Engineering
the BCS we call this regimen. Now I will continue with the forecast.

Seth Entity Human Counterparts
This report on the state of the collective consciousness of humanity is for a group I call
the Seth Entity Human Counterparts. You know who you are. This material will possibly
appear nonsensical to those of you who are not familiar with this Teaching of mine. Now
if you are looking for the Negative Probabilities that may manifest in the modern world
in the coming year, go to the last page and you will find that material. For the
counterparts…
Remember: when you are on this path, you always have a choice. You may support the
status quo reality or you may do something different, and consciously co-create your
world with your Source as your Guide. Please note that there is this assumption that,
like Mark, you have successfully contacted your Guide and you are experiencing your
multi-dimensional reality under their tutelage. If this is not yet the case, I implore you to
go within at the nearest available opportunity. Go within, Dear Reader, and make that
connection. Then you simply repeat as needed.
And now for my piece on the current and future trends of manifestation that I see
un-folding for you in your current system of reality. This year I will provide a concise
forecast. These are the basics...

Trends in Reality Creation
All That Is expresses itself thoroughly in each moment of your perceived reality.
Following are some potentials that this Evolutionary Consciousness explores during the
eternal drama of manifestation.
Ancient Wisdom - Personal Empowerment
The Ancient Wisdom is our term for the source of Truth in your system. It is a
communication channel that is open to those of you who are awakening at this time. As
you disconnect from the status quo and as you intentionally connect to this information
stream in your times of meditation, or when you are simply enjoying nature, at the
seashore or in a forest, you receive answers to your questions on any subject. In this
way, as you the individual awaken to your power, humanity as a collective of humans
awakens to the synergy of the collective.
The Shift - A Cycle of Renewal
The Shift in Consciousness has occurred as more and more of you began to multi-task,
that is, you began to focus on the Fourth Dimension and beyond, even as you
maintained clarity within the Third Dimensional gridwork of Earth. This is a very
natural cycle of renewal that will take humanity into a higher frequency of expression. I
have likened this to a seasonal change as from Spring to Summer. However, this cycle of
renewal has been centuries in the making.
Changing of the Guard - The Visionary Leader
For you-the-reader, there may have been this change in perception of who you are over
the last year. This is an identity shift that is occurring for humans generally. You are
becoming dissatisfied with your Negative Leaders. You are waking-up to your power as a
Reality Creator. We have identified this new sense of personal identity as the Visionary
Leader. Within all collectives great and small the Visionary Leader is coming forward to
lead by example for the highest good of all concerned. During the Changing of the
Guard, the Negative Leaders are pushed out to be replaced by awakened humans.
Secrets Revealed - Healing the Past
The individual awakens through a thorough examination of their individual psyche. The
Negative Events from the past, those that have created persisting Negative Emotions of
shame, fear and resentment, are recollected objectively. The volatility of this material is
neutralized in the process of assessment. This practice heals the individual even as the
relentless repression of this material continues to damage the collective. The secrets of
those in high office, of celebrities and so on, will be revealed in the Negative Media even
as the shameful skeletons in the closet of the Average Citizen ask to be released.
Goddess Rediscovered - GA Remembered
The Divine Feminine archetype is resonating within the Collective Consciousness via the
Telepathic Network. This influence will be felt by all of you, as memories of lifetimes
lived in the GA and other matriarchies come to mind. All of the institutions of mankind
are subject to the softening energies of this Gestalt of Consciousness. The individual

psyche is adapting to this new way of being in the Third Dimension. For more
information on the GA matriarchy, read our book
Mystery Civilizations.
Expecting the Worst - Anticipating the Positive
As the collective transforms from the Feudal to the Visionary, the tendency for the
Average Citizen to focus on Negative Outcomes will diminish. The Negative Media
continue to lose credibility in the eyes of the people. As each of you begins to go within
to take your own advice, authorities of all types lose credence. The Inner Authority, the
Source, the Ancient Wisdom becomes paramount. It will become possible to dream of a
far better future for yourself and your family than you have been able to imagine up to
this point.
Isolationist – Neo-tribal Collective
The benefits of belonging and the therapeutic Sanctuary experienced while living in
tribal collectives over the millennia come to mind. This Neo-tribal influence rises up to
be acknowledged as a dim ancestral memory. Suddenly the desire is to find community
first and foremost. The isolationist practicing in front of their computer is compelled to
go out and create value in groups.

The Social Domain
My Assertions
The Neo-tribal Effect empowers the Average Citizen to remember their connection to
the global tribe of humanity. The attempts by demagogues to inflame racism and
intolerance will eventually fail.
Supporting Content
It is an election year in the US. The Negative Leaders are making a last stand in the
political arena. As a group, they know that their days are numbered. They are becoming
radicalized and will appeal to the baser emotions of the human psychology. They will
attempt to present limited choices and will try to pull their constituencies into an
either/or dilemma. Of course the growing truth is that there is an abundance of choices
that one may make in this regard. You are not trapped within a particular political party.
That is an illusion. You are never unable. You are always powerful and strong.
As you begin to communicate with your Source, and as you turn away from the
propaganda of authorities, you find that you are no longer within the Double Bind. In
the Double Bind, the traumatized victim literally “cannot leave and cannot stay.” You
have been emotionally harmed by your governments and believe that your destiny is to
remain powerless and unhappy, silent and unfulfilled. With your awakening comes the
recognition that you have choices, that there are a multitude of other choices you may
make with regards to ALL of the domains of human experience.
Now the traumatized “victim” subject to the perceived Double Bind, learns how to
survive by projecting their consciousness outward, away from the trauma and
depression of existence. They abdicate their responsibilities for Reality Creation. They

surrender their power to the oppressor. But now you are awakening, are you not? Now
you realize that you have participated in your own oppression, that you gave away your
power in that moment of dissociation. It is a good feeling to own your own power once
again, Dear Reader. It feels like ecstasy.

Predictions for the Social Domain
The Feudal System has been in place for centuries. Now it is falling apart to be rebuilt
with Light. The Visionary System will be put in place over the coming years. You might
think of this new structure as embodying the polar opposites of what has come before.
Again, this is a renewal, a cycle of reformation in which Evolutionary Consciousness
manifests for the highest good of ALL, not merely for those in perceived authority.
The renaissance is a revolution, also. “Enough is enough,” says the Average
Citizen. The Visionary Leader, modeling appropriate behavior for others, leads by
example. This is attractive. It fills the heart to see others engaged in activities that
benefit the whole, rather than simply support the bottom line for the ruling elite. In a
sense, you fall in love with one another.
You will begin to see these new types of leaders showing themselves in all collectives.
You will identify them by the energy that comes out of their eyes.

The Political Domain
My Assertions
The Average Citizen discovers that the government propaganda is based on lies. The
Ancient Wisdom is rediscovered as each person begins to look within and take their own
advice. The natural phenomenon we call the Changing of the Guard dramatically alters
the political landscape as Visionary Leaders continue to replace the Negative Leaders.
Many of the Negative Leaders will not go quietly.
Supporting Content
The realization that everything you know, everything you have been taught, everything
you see on the news, is false, a manipulation of facts, a contrivance of manufactured
events, is astounding to the Average Citizen. It is liberating in the extreme, Dear Reader.
It has the effect of literally resetting the belief system of the awakening human instantly.
This average human under discussion, MUST enlarge the belief system enough to hold
and comprehend, at least somewhat, the explosive revolutionary data. So they look for
others who have already come to these conclusions. And they find that they are not
alone, that there are others who have discovered the Truth, and are acting on those
revelations.
In the New Year, awakening humans in the US and elsewhere will create new parties to
reform the negligent and compromised political structures. The rise of the Divine

Feminine will be felt in this endeavor. Women will be elected to high office throughout
the country. Soon it will be commonplace to consider the female candidate as the better
choice, all things considered. Again, these are bleedthroughs to the civilization of GA.

Predictions for the Political Domain
Providing you are allowed relatively free elections in the US Presidential race, Bernie
Sanders will win his primary and with a female running mate will win the presidency by
a landslide. The probabilities for this prediction manifesting are at 70% at this time.
Now in terms of all collectives, Visionary Leaders are stepping up to be recognized. The
Negative Leaders are entrenched and feel as though they own their offices, rather than
being elected by the people. Many of them will not go quietly. They will use any means
open to them to subvert the will of the people.
The voting apparatus is compromised and may be skewed toward keeping the Negative
Leaders in office. It is the responsibility of the new Visionary Leaders to lead through
these conflicts in an ethical fashion. The Secrets Revealed phenomenon will cast light
on the un-ethical practices that have compromised modern elections. This will result in
scandals and resignations within the current administration and also among their
adversaries.
Though the Negative Leaders currently in power will attempt to steal the election
through manipulation of the votes, they will not succeed in the end. The election of the
Visionary Leaders will overwhelm these efforts. As I have said, the landslide victory will
leave no doubt who the Average Citizen has chosen to lead.

The Economic Domain
My Assertions
The Secrets Revealed phenomenon demonstrates to the Average Citizen that the
economy is rigged in favor of the elites. They will rebel but not violently, for the most
part.

Supporting Content
Of course, this revelation that the deck is stacked against the Average Citizen has been
percolating within the collective consciousness for some time now. Yet only recently
have there been those brave revolutionaries, the Speakers we call them, to share openly
their discoveries, their visions. The Internet is their soap box. Their audience is those
humans who are awakening at this time. They are awakening to the truth of the corrupt
system. Simply agreeing that something must be done initiates the process of change.
Casting a light on the shadows shows how unfair it is and how destructive it is to the
individual, the family and the nation.

As a result of this mass awakening, the US will begin to get its affairs in order, in terms
of creating an economy that works for the Average Citizen. Under the guidance of
Visionary Leaders in the city, state, and national governments, laws will be passed that
break up monopolies in all sectors. The banking monopolies will be broken up. The
reign of corporations will end. A new era of fairness will begin in the economic domain.

Predictions for the Economic Domain
Wall Street will become regulated. The minimum wage will be raised. Unions will be
established in great numbers and prosper in the new economy that values the worker.
The US dollar will quickly increase in value over the course of the year. The US will
begin to broaden its manufacturing base. Gold and Silver will climb steadily and then
plateau at the end the year. As the new economy grows the global elite financiers who
run the old economy will not be happy. (See the probable negative outcomes at
the end of the forecast.)

The Spiritual Domain
My Assertions
The New Age Medicine Show goes main stream as millions embrace the religion of the
GA mystery civilization, a matriarchy in which women were leaders in all of the
institutions. The Divine Feminine rises within the Collective Consciousness to feminize
society and spiritual practice.
Supporting Content
Your current culture is experiencing a bleedthrough to the times of the GA civilization.
Your growing love of the occult, of the paranormal, of mediumship and psychism
demonstrates this. The New Age Medicine Show represents a renewal of interest in this
subject matter. And so you see that these events in which the psychic predicts and the
alternative healer makes well, as if by magic, are becoming commonplace, even in
middle America, where these unusual beliefs are seldom entertained.
Now the new spiritual practices that are growing out of the old patriarchal structures are
centered on the feminine principle. Additionally, as I stated in previous forecasts, a
Generalist Spirituality is growing by leaps and bounds. The practitioner identifies the
various practices that they feel drawn to, that they resonate with, and include them in
their spiritual observances.

Predictions for the Spiritual Domain
Under the direction of the Pope, the Catholic Church will become less authoritarian and
patriarchal and more feminized.
The female-centered Generalist Spirituality practices will flourish.

The New Age Medicine Show will go mainstream. This indicates a return to the archaic
methods of healing, education and spiritual practice.
Channeling will become popular, as more and more people begin to ask for Guidance
from within, and then are pleasantly surprised to receive it.

Probable Negative Manifestations
World Economies
The world markets purposely shaken by the global elite financiers.
Earthquakes and Volcanic Activity
Catastrophic Earth Changes on the coasts and in the middle of the US.
The Shadow Government
False Flag events leading up to the day of the election in the US.
Weird Weather
Increasingly destructive bizarre weather events caused by weather modification
technologies run amok.
Election Chaos
The Negative Leaders may not leave peacefully.
Militarized Police
Martial Law triggered before, during and after the 2016 election in the US.
A Confirmation of Sorts
NASA secrets revealed. Millions disappointed.

